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AMBITION ACADEMY
HOME ASSIGNMENT
CLASS: 8TH
SUBJECT: S.ST
TSUNAMIS
Tsunamis are enormous walls of water that engulf everything in their path. The name
tsunami is actually Japanese & it means harbor wall. Today we have many early detection
systems that warn us about approaching tsunamis. A tsunami doesn’t actually look like a
normal wave. Initially a tsunami is seen as the ocean actually leaving the shore. This is the
trough of the wave & is the first warning sign of an oncoming tsunami. As the wave drawn
near it is seen as a rapidly approaching tide. This large wave can be up to ten times higher
than a normal wave. Most tsunamis are caused by earthquake or volcanic eruptions. They can
also be caused by landslides or meteorite strikes. In 2004 a 9.1 magnitude earthquake hit just
off the coast of Sumatra. Which resulted in a 5om tsunami causing over 2,00,000 deaths and
billions of dollars worth of damage. On the 11th of March in 2011 a powerful tsunami was
caused by a 9.0 magnitude earthquake. The tsunami hit Japan and killed more than 18000
people and the damage even cause a nuclear emergency when a nuclear power plant started
leaking radioactive materials.

Read the following Questions & answer it:-

1.Highlight the descriptive language.
2.Why the name Tsunami is actually Japanese?
3.Describe the tsunamis wave?
4.What should you do if a tsunami is approaching?
5.Why do you think there is less death from tsunamis today than 50 years ago?
Ambition Academy, Varanasi
Affiliated to C.B.S.E. New Delhi
Class- 8
Subject - Maths
Topic-Rational Number
General Instructions:
Dear students ,Read carefully given definitions and examples.
make a thick notebook or use left pages of previous session notebook.
Solve the following questions date wise.
20 Marks will be awarded for completing home work .
Rational numbers:
The numbers which can be expressed as ratio of integers are known as rational numbers. The
examples of rational numbers will be 1/4, 2/7, - 3/10, 34/7, etc.
Negative of a number:
When a rational number is added to the negative or additive inverse of its own, result will be zero (0)
i.e. x/y + (-y/x) = 0.
Example: 2/7 + (-7/2) = 0; etc.
Reciprocal of a number:
When a rational number is multiplied with the reciprocal or multiplicative inverse of its own, result
will be one (1) i.e. x/y × y/x = 1.
Example: 2/7 × 7/2 = 1; etc.
Representation of Rational Numbers on the Number Line:
The number line for rational line will extend from -

to

.

Let us look at some examples:
1. A number line showing rational number 1/2 and -1/2.Here, ½ divides the distance between 0 and 1
into two equal parts.

2. Similarly, 1/8 can be represented by diving distance between 0 and 1 into eight equal parts.

Solve the following questions:
1.What are the multiplicative and additive identities of rational numbers?
2. Write the additive inverse of 19/-6 and - .
3. Write the multiplicative inverse of -13/19 and -7.
4. Mention a rational number which has no reciprocal.
5. If the product of any two rational numbers is 2 and one of them is 1/7, find the other?
6. Mr X went shopping with a certain amount of money. He spent Rs. 10(¼) on buying a pen and Rs.
25(¾) in food. He then gave the remaining Rs. 16(½) to his friend. Calculate how much money he initially
had.
7. Represent 2/11, 5/11, and 9/11 on the number line.

HOME ASSIGNMENTClass: 8

Subject: EnglishRead the passage carefully & answer the
following questions:Children should be educated without pressure then should
enter into adulthood free form damaging effects of tradition
and fear. Free expression of thought should be given to the
children.
A child once asked Krishnamurthy. Is it your hobby to
givenlecture? Don’t you get tired of talking? Why are you
doing it?” Krishnamurthy replied; “I am glad you asked that
question. You know if you love something, you get never tired
of it. I mean love in which there is no desire of wanting
something out of it. If you are talking you are getting
something out of it: money, reward, Sence of your importance;
then there is weariness. Then it has no meaning because it is
only self-fulfillment, but if there is love in your heart, it is like
a fountain, always giving fresh water.”Questions :(1) What
type of expression should be given to children?
(2)

Which quality of Krishnamurthy excited the child ?

(3) If you................ something you never get tired of
it.(a)Love
(b) hate
(c) express

(d) enjoy
(4) What the child asked to Krishnamurthy ?
(5)

Write the meaning of Weariness ?
Ambition Academy
Home Assignment
Class VIII (Science)

Read the passage carefully & answer the question given below.
The solar system is the sun & the objects that travel around it. The earth is the part of solar
system because it’s also travel around the sun.
The Sun is a star similar to the other star in the sky but it is much closer to the earth. The sun
is mostly a big ball of gases composed mainly of hydrogen & helium.
There are seven other planets that travel around the sun too. These plants in order include
mercury, Venus, mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus & Neptune. Earth is located between Venus &
mars. The path the plant use when traveling around the sun is oval shaped & it’s called orbit.
The planets of the solar system are also a variety of sizes & are made up of different
substances. The largest planet in the solar system is Jupiter. Over one thousand earth could
fill the size of Jupiter. The smallest planet is mercury, which is also closest planet to the sun.
Other object in space includes the moon of six planets. There are approximately 173 moons
throughout the solar system. Earth is a single moon, mercury & Venus have none and planet
with the most moons with Jupiter with 63 and Saturn with 62 moons.

Write the answer of following question.
What is solar system?
What is the difference between the sun & planets?
Write the name smallest and largest planets in the solar system?

How many moons of earth, venus, Jupiter & Saturn?
The order diagram of solar system?

